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JODHPUR VIDYUT VITRAN NIGAM LIMITED
(DEPTT.OF COMMERCIAL OPERATIONS)
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ORDER
Sub.: Laying of separate feeder for Industrial and Non-domestic
Connections situated in Rural Areas for connecting them
from continuous supply feeder.
It has been prescribed "ide Nigam's Order No.828 dtd.19-07-03 (Commlthat any Industrial and Non Domestic consumers for HT supply voltage
situated in rural areas can be given supply through continuous supply feeder provided full
cost of the estimate of the line to be drawn in this regard is borne by the consumer.
Similarly in the matter of extension of the line beyond RHCO Industrial area for release
of connection outside RHCO's Industrial area, it was prescribed in TCOS-2004 at item
No.8(17) that proposed industrial/non domestic loads existing in the rural areas outside
the limits of RHCO's industrial area, the extension in existing IIKV line of the industrial
area can be made upto the limits of I KM f rom periphery of industrial area.
For
distance beyond 1 IG\1, further direct IIKV feeder was prescribed to be drawn for
connections, beyond 1 KM Md the supply was to be released on 11 KV with metering
on 11 KV side irrespective of the load of the applicant.
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It has been reported that difficulties are being experienced in release of
connections to such applicants situated in rural areas due to non availability of smaller
rating of IIKV CT PT sets of appropriate rating with Nigam. In order to circumvent this
problem, it has been decided that in case of appropriate smaller rating llKV CT PT sets,
are not available, the consumer be asked to provide the same and this condition should
clearly mentioned in the demand notice to be issued to the applicant. The CT PT sets to
be provided by the applicant would, however, be of standard~Gl<(.& required to be tested
in the Meter Testing Lab of the Nigam and found in order prior to installation for release
of connection.
The above instructions should be strictly followed by all concerned.
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\RS.DEORA)
CIDEF ENGINEER(CPM)
JODHPURDISCOM:JODHPUR
Copy Submitted/ forwarded to the following for information and necessary actiom1) The Principal Secretary (Energy), Govt. of Rajasthan, Jaipur.
2) The Financial Adviser & Controller of Accounts, Jodhpur Discom,
Jodhpur.
3) The Zonal ChiefEngineer(O&M-IDZIBKZ),
JodhpurlBikaner.

Jodhpur Discom,

4) The Chief Accounts Officer, Jodhpur Discom, Jodhpur.
5) The Superintending Engineer( CCI DC / O&M I BFLPP&MI
:MNI&CIM&P), Jodhpur DiscornJ Jodhpur/Pali/Barmer/Churu/
SriganganagarlHanumangarhIBikaner/Jaisalrner .
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